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1. Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning
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2. Graph Signal Processing (GSP) [1]

Graph Laplacian: 
= = > −@

where A = diag FG are degrees of nodes.
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Fourier basis

frequences

Eigen Decomposition:

Convolutional Filter:

: = HK L HJ+ = K =

Fourier Basis in Graph Domain with
different frequencies [2]

3. Revisit and Generalize Label Propagation (GLP)

Any supervised
classifier (e.g. MLP)

Any low-pass graph 
convolutional filter !

M = :NN prediction

Feature matrix as
graph signals

Any low-pass 
graph Filter

M = : N

: = O + Q= J-

AP filter

: = (O − =)R

RNM filter

low-pass graph filters

5. Experiments

Revisit GCN[6] from the Perspective of GSP :

4. Revisit and Improve Graph Convolutional Networks

k-order RNM filter

S = softmax( Z[\R]^_`( Z[\R(a(b))a(-))

Project Homepage

Low-pass Filter:
K c reserve low frequency signals
and remove high frequency ones.

Before and after low-pass 
filtering. (Take vertex 
coordinates as signals) [3]

Ideal low-pass
Frequency response

Improved GCN (IGCN):
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Eigenvalue compression effect of the renormalization
trick. (a) & (c): Frequency response without self-
loops. (b) & (d) : frequency response with self-loops.

Convolution:

M = :N

Dissecting LP [4,5] into Signals, Filters, and Classifiers

GLP:

· Normalized Graph Laplacian
Restrict the eigenvalues within [0, 2],
so the filter is close to a low-pass filter.

· d-Layer Structure
Stacking more layers makes GCN more 
low-pass.

· Renormalization Trick
Adding self-loops (the renormalization trick) 
shrinks the eigenvalues of e_\ from [0, c/]
to 0, hi

hij-
c/ .  It compresses the range 

of eigenvalues and makes the filter more 
low-pass.

argmin
m

∥ M − o ∥33 + Q Tr(Mq=M)

Visualization of raw and filtered Cora features 
(by the RNM filter with different k)

Raw feature r = 1

r = 5 r = 10

IGCN can achieve label efficiency by using the
exponent k to conveniently adjust the filter
strength. In this way, it can maintain a shallow
structure with a reasonable number of trainable
parameters to avoid overfitting.

Label matrix as 
graph signals

A fixed low-
pass filter

M = O + Q= J- o labelG = argmax
w

SGw

Classifier

S = softmax Z[\]^_` Z[\(Θ b Θ -

Table 2. Zero-Shot Image Recognition

Table 1. Classification accuracy and running time on citation networks and NELL.


